Optimising wind turbine performance involves maximising energy harvesting while seeking to minimise load fatigues on the tower structure, blades and rotor. The problem is inherently difficult due to the slow response of wind turbines compared to wind variation frequencies. To improve turbine control performance, wind preview measurement technologies such as Light Detection And Ranging (LIDAR) have been a point of interest for researchers in recent years, however the effective augmentation of wind preview information into control methodologies has to date proven to be a challenging problem. In this paper, we explore the application of a classical control methodology known as Exact Output Regulation (EOR) for improving the control performance of a LIDAR-enhanced wind turbine. The EOR controller is designed to achieve the rejection of known input disturbances, while also ensuring the system output tracks a desired reference signal. The controller is comprised of a state feedback controller together with a feedforward gain. The LIDAR wind preview information is used to obtain a low-order exosystem for modeling wind dynamics. This wind exosystem is used to obtain the feedforward gain matrix that enables the EOR controller to effectively reject the input disturbance and achieve the desired reference tracking. Extensive simulations of the EOR controller with a broad range of wind speeds in both partial load and full load operating regions are performed on the full nonlinear aero-elastic model of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) 5 MW reference wind turbine. For performance comparisons, we also implement a baseline torque controller and a commonly used feedforward control method known as Disturbance Accommodation Control (DAC). The results show that, in comparison with a baseline and DAC controller, the EOR controller can provide substantially improved reduction of fatigue loads and smoother power output, without compromising energy production levels.
Introduction
Reliable power production from wind is a difficult problem, due to the intermittent nature of the wind. It has been the subject of research interest from the early days of electrical wind turbines. The transformation of the free kinetic energy of the wind into mechanical, and subsequently, electrical energy comes with the cost of the structure and materials of the turbine as well their maintenance. Two simultaneous approaches taken to reduce the levelised cost of wind energy (LCOE) [1] are maximizing the energy harvesting efficiency and reducing the cost of maintenance by reducing turbine fatigue loads. From the control engineering point of view, performance improvements may be achieved through a combination of additional measurements and superior control methodologies.
Mechanical loads on the wind turbine structure induced by sudden variations of the wind can be mitigated by the control of the blade pitch angle and generator torque control [2] . Energy harvesting efficiency can be improved by more precisely steering the wind turbine states on their optimal trajectories. The use of feedback control is the conventional approach for stabilizing and regulating dynamical systems, however, feedback control for turbines may not yield satisfactory system behaviour, as it assumes the turbine only reacts to the variations of the wind which may have already influenced the system states and driven them away from their desired values. To address this shortcoming, Light Detection And Ranging (LIDAR) has been proposed as a new technology to provide estimates of upcoming wind speeds prior to the wind interacting with the turbine blades [3] . Recent LIDAR cost reductions have opened a new research area on the use of feedforward control for large scale wind turbines, using nacelle-based LIDAR systems to obtain real-time wind speed and direction information up to several hundred meters ahead of the wind turbine [4, 5] .
An early work involving LIDAR for feedforward control of the wind turbines [6] showed that an augmented LIDAR feedforward control may improve turbine energy harvesting and load reduction. Further investigations using non-causal series expansion mode-inverse method appeared in [7] , where it was shown that a lower damage equivalent load (DEL) on tower root fore-aft oscillations could be obtained relative to a baseline controller, with no loss in the produced power. In [8] , a preview-based feedforward method assuming highly idealized wind measurements concluded that wind evolutions in more realistic conditions can eliminate advantages gained by using preview-based feedforward techniques. Another LIDAR-assisted design in [9] used three different model inversion methods: the nonminimum-phase zeros ignore (NPZ-Ignore), the zero-phase-error tracking controller (ZPETC) and the zero-magnitude-error tracking controller (ZMETC) in order to augment the feedback loop showed improvement in some of the loads. Two early field testing surveys of LIDAR-based feedforward control using model inversion methods were carried out in [10, 11] . The results showed evidence of tower load reduction by 10% due to the utilization of LIDAR, confirming the previous results on simulations. In [12] load reductions were improved by using Continuous-Wave LIDAR. Although model inversion methods are feasible in the presence of look-ahead LIDAR information, they require the use of approximated models of the plant inverse to avoid the effects of non-minimum phase zero inversion.
LIDAR-assisted control has also been tested for improving energy harvesting at below rated wind speeds. Results from [13] showed that LIDAR-aided rotor speed and yaw angle control yielded increased energy production. Field tests of the methods proposed in [13] were extended in [14] with real data collected from LIDAR where 0.3% improvement in energy gain was achieved, however this came at the cost of doubling the loads on the shaft. In [4] three different methods of wind turbine control are augmented by LIDAR and compared at below rated wind speeds: The optimally tracking rotor (OTR) control scheme [15] , Preview Control [16] and Disturbance Accommodation Control (DAC), sometimes also known as Disturbance Tracking Control (DTC) [17] . However, these methods were only able to increase energy harvesting by very small amounts, and these improvements came at the cost of substantial increases in some fatigue loads.
DAC has been one of the most widely used feedforward methods for wind turbine control during the last decade, due to its simplicity and capacity to estimate the effective wind speed on the rotor. It was first applied to wind turbines in [18] , to counteract the effects of wind disturbances. Later, DAC methods have been used in [19] and [20] to reduce blade fatigue loads induced by the wind disturbances. Also in [21] it was applied for canceling asymmetric blade mass effects of a two-bladed wind turbine causing periodic loads. A field test on the Controls Advanced Research Turbine (CART) [22] showed that, compared to a baseline PI controller, DAC can reduce structural dynamic loads in real case scenarios.
Efforts have been made to enhance DAC by augmenting the controller with LIDAR information, replacing the estimated wind speed with the LIDAR measured speed. However, to date only modest performance improvements have been achieved. [4] showed that the LIDAR augmented DAC (known as DAC+LIDAR) achieved less than 0.5% improvement in power production, and this improvement came at the cost of a 5.7% increase in rotor fatigue load.
Model Predictive Control (MPC) methods have also been a point of interest since they can readily accommodate LIDAR wind information. The simulation studies [23, 24] showed that nonlinear MPC can reduce structural loads and the power generation for turbulent winds and extreme loads gusts. However a key limitation of nonlinear MPC is the substantial computational cost, making it infeasible for real-time applications on conventional industry grade controllers.
In this paper we present a novel method for turbine control that can make effective use of LIDAR information, without requiring the excessive computational costs of MPC. Our approach will employ the Exact Output Regulation (EOR) control methodology, and our results will show that it can deliver substantial reductions in fatigue loads, without compromising energy harvesting. Additionally, its rapid computation time makes it feasible for real-time implementation [25] .
The EOR control methodology has played a central role in modern control systems design for several decades [26] - [27] . The output regulation problem considers a linear time invariant (LTI) plant that is assumed to be subject to known input time-varying disturbances, and whose output is desired to track a known time-varying reference signal. The reference signals and external disturbances are modelled as the outputs of a linear exosystem. Solution of the problem requires the design a combined state feedback and feedforward controller that will internally stabilise the plant, while rejecting the disturbances and ensuring the output converges asymptotically to the desired reference signal. The required feedback and feedforward gain matrices are readily computable [27] .
For turbine control, effective disturbance rejection involves the minimisation of wind disturbances on the control actuation. These are the rotor torque and also the blade pitch angle. Effective reference tracking involves operation of the turbine rotor and blades so as to generate the optimal energy from the wind. The problem is difficult as the wind frequency variation (turbulence) is much faster than the turbine response. The availability of LIDAR wind preview information enables the wind signal to be modeled as a low-order linear dynamical system. This linear system may then be incorporated into the EOR control methodology as an exosystem whose outputs provide the input disturbance and the output reference signal [28, 29] . When the turbine is operating below its rated power, the reference signal is the value of the rotor speed that achieves the maximum power generation. When the turbine operates at its rated power, the reference is the value of the blade pitch angle that maintains the turbine at its rated power.
A simulation environment known as Turbine Output Regulation (TOR) has been developed by the authors to apply EOR to the control of a 5-MW reference Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine (HAWT) wind turbine [30] . To simulate the turbine response, the Fatigue, Aerodynamics, Structures, and Turbulence (FAST) code using a high-order aeroelastic nonlinear turbine model developed by National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) [31] will be used. The NREL TurbSim package [32] is used to simulate realistic wind fields, and Damage Equivalent Loads are computed by the Rain-Flow-CountingAlgorithm open source MATLAB code [33] . For performance comparison purposes, TOR obtains a feedforward controller using the DAC method, and also a baseline torque controller. Energy harvesting and DELs are computed within the TOR simulation environment to allow performance comparisons of these three controllers, for a broad range of wind speeds and intensities.
Our simulations studies on the 5-MW (HAWT) model show that, in comparison with DAC and the baseline method, the EOR controller can substantially reduce the fatigue loads on the tower, blades and low speed shaft torsion. Additionally EOR is able to reduce the standard deviation of rotor speed and output power, without any loss in energy harvesting. The authors believe that EOR is able to obtain these improvements through its modeling of the wind dynamics. Where DAC treats the wind signal as a constant disturbance, and does not consider any output tracking objective, EOR is able to accommodate derivatives of the wind signal, leading to improved tracking performance and disturbance rejection.
The remainder of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the turbine modelling in both rated and below rated operating regions. Section 3 introduces the control performance objectives and methods to be considered in our simulation studies. We provide a summary of the EOR control methodology for a general linear time invariant plant in state space form. The baseline feedback controller and DAC control method are also described. In Section 4, we consider how to use raw LIDAR wind measurement data to develop a suitable low-order linear wind model that will be used as the exosystem for the development of an EOR controller for the turbine. Section 5 describes the turbine simulation environment used for our performance comparisons, and our simulation results will be presented and discussed in Section 6. Finally in section 7 our conclusions and future work will be presented.
Wind Turbine Modeling
The wind turbine model used in this work is the NREL 5-MW reference Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine (HAWT) [30] . Turbine specifications are presented in Table 1 . 
Operating Regions
Turbine operation may be divided into four distinct regions, determined by the mean wind speed, as depicted in Figure 1 . The start-up region applies for very low wind speeds, where the kinetic energy of wind is insufficient for turbine operation. At the cut-in wind speed (about 3 m/sec), the turbine begins to operate in Region 2. The higher the wind speed, the greater the energy that can be harvested by the blades. The rated power of the turbine is determined by factors such as the mechanical load capacity of the components as well as the limits on the electrical power and currents deliverable by the generator.
The wind speed at which the turbine is able to generate its rated power is called the rated wind speed, (about 11.4 m/sec), and wind speeds above this are referred to as Region 3. The shut-down region applies when the wind speed exceeds a safe limit known as the cut-out wind speed (about 25 m/sec).
Optimal Power Generation
The instantaneous power carried by the air moving through the vertical plane of the rotor blades is given by
where A R is the swept area of the blades, ρ is the air density and v x is the magnitude of the component of the wind velocity vector that is perpendicular to the rotor plane. We refer to this perpendicular component as the longitudinal wind speed. The blade tip speed ratio (TSR) is the ratio of the linear speed of the blade tip to the longitudinal wind speed v x that can be formulated as:
where Ω r and R are respectively the rotor rotational velocity and radius. This efficiency of the conversion of the wind energy to rotational-mechanical energy by the blades is the power coefficient of the turbine and is defined as
where P mech is the mechanical energy captured from wind. According to Betz' law [34] , the power coefficient is upper bounded 59.3 %. However most wind turbines in real operating conditions fall short of this limit. The power coefficient is a function of the blade pitch angle θ and tip speed ratio λ, and is provided as a 2-D lookup table by the manufacturer. The aerodynamic torque of the rotor is modeled by the equation
In Region 2, the main objective of the turbine controller is to convert as much of the available wind energy into mechanical energy as possible. To achieve this, the blade pitch angle is kept at θ = 0 and a rotor torque controller is used to maintain the TSR at the optimal value λ * that maximizes C p ; thus
Using (2), (5) and λ * , we obtain Ω * R , the rotor speed that yields optimal energy harvesting.
In Region 3, the convertible power P mech is larger than the wind turbine's rated power. Hence the maximum power extraction objective no longer applies, and the control objective becomes that of maintaining the turbine power output constant at the rated power level. This is achieved by keeping the generator torque at the rated value, and the blade pitch angle θ * is chosen to ensure the aerodynamical torque of the rotor is at its rated value. For a Region 3 mean longitudinal wind speed v x,0 , to obtain θ * we solve
Here M rated = P rated /Ω rated is the rated aerodynamical torque of the rotor.
Nonlinear Wind Turbine Model
Wind turbines are nonlinear systems consisting of several dynamic components coupled together. In our simulations, we use the open source NREL FAST 7 code [31] to provide a high-fidelity turbine response simulation. However, a lower (reduced) order model is required for the model-based controller design. The fifth-order nonlinear model from [35] describes the turbine drive-train as a two-mass system, and the blade pitch actuation system is modeled by a second order linear system with damping parameter ζ and natural frequency ω according to Table 1 . This model is described as:
where Ω r , φ, Ω g , and θ are the rotor speed, generator speed, drive train torsion and blade pitch angle, respectively. The generator torque M g and blade pitch command θ c are the control inputs. Parameters J r and J g are the moments of inertia of the rotor and generator while C d and K d are the damping and stiffness coefficients of the drive train. It should be noted that in this work the generator speed Ω g has been normalized for the gearbox ratio so that it is in the same range as the rotor speed Ω r .
Linearized Wind Turbine Model
For the EOR and DAC controller design methods used in this study, a reduced order linearized model will be required. We follow the guidelines for turbine model linearization given in [19] and introduce x = [Ω r φ Ω g θθ] T as the state variable vector. Also
T is the control input vector, and d = v x is the input disturbance. For a given mean wind speed, v x,0 , an equilibrium point (x * , u * , d * ) may be found which satisfieṡ
whereẋ = f (·) describes the nonlinear dynamics (7)- (10). For mean wind speeds in Region 2, we have
In Region 3, Ω * r = Ω rated , as given in Table 1 . Obtaining Jacobi matrices at the equilibrium point, we obtain the linear state equatioṅ
* represent coordinates homogenised to the equilibrium point. The state matrices are
where
To complete the linear model, we must also consider the measured output, denoted as y, and z, the controlled output. We assume that only Ω r , Ω g and θ are measurable. Therefore, the measurement output matrix C y will be
As discussed in Section 2.2, in Region 3 the generator torque M g is kept on its rated value and the blade pitch angle θ is given by the solution to (6) . Thus the input matrix B and controlled output matrix C z simplify to:
In Region 2, the blade pitch angle θ is maintained at zero, so (10) is not used, and we obtain a third order model with the state variables
The control input is the generator torque, u(t) = M g . We obtain a linearized system in the form (20) with matrices
The measurement output matrix reduces to
The rotor speed Ω R is the controlled output, thus C z is
Combining all of the above, we obtain the linear state space model in homogenised coordinates Σ : (20) where the state vectors and matrices are determined by (11)- (19) , according to applicable mean wind speed and region of operation.
Wind Turbine Control
Here we introduce the control objectives and methodologies to be considered in our simulation studies. We discuss the specific performance objectives of turbine control, and articulate some measures for comparing the performance of differing control methodologies. Lastly we introduce the Exact Output Regulation control methodology that has been widely studied in the control systems literature for several decades. The principal novelty of our work lies in the application of this classical control methodology to a LIDAR-enhanced wind turbine.
Wind Turbine Control Objectives
Wind turbine control objectives may be divided into two categories: improving power production and reducing load fatigues. In Region 2 the power objective is to generate the maximum power from the available wind, while in Region 3, the objective is to maintain the power at the turbine's rated value. The performance metric for these power objectives are the mean and standard deviation of the associated signal. For example, the mean value for the generated power will be calculated with the following equation: where T is the time duration of measurement and P is the generator output power measured by FAST. A smaller standard deviation of the rotor speed std(Ω r ) indicates improved performance of the controller on retaining the rotor speed at the rated speed in Region 3. A smaller value for the standard deviation of the generated power std(P ) indicates reduced frequency fluctuations of the power supplied to the power network; such fluctuations are known to be a problematic aspect of the injection of intermittent active power from large wind farms into the network [36, 37] . In Region 2, a smaller value for the standard deviation of the tip speed ratio std(λ) indicates the controller is more successful in maintaining the tip speed ratio at the optimal value for power generation. Fatigue loads on the structure are caused by the oscillations induced by the wind and actuator variations. The standard metrics for measuring turbine fatigues are the Damage Equivalent Loads (DELs) which represent the damages caused by the structural loads accumulated during the lifetime of the turbine. The three principal loads considered in this paper are the torsional displacement on the drive train shaft, and the bending moments of the tower root and blade root. These points are under high strain and also compose the most expensive parts of the wind turbine. Therefore, load mitigation on these points are greatly desirable economically. Finally, for visualization in the frequency domain [23] , power spectral density (PSD) of some of the measurements will be shown. PSD represents the spectral content of these signals. Normally, reduced high frequency spectral content is desirable as it implies reduced vibrations in the system components.
The Exact Output Regulation Control Methodology
Exact Output Regulation (EOR) is a multi-variable LTI control methodology in which the plant is subject to known time-varying input disturbances that are to be rejected, and the plant outputs are required to track a known time-varying reference signal. The aim of EOR is to design a feedback control law which ensures that the plant dynamics are stable, and the output asymptotically converges to a desired reference signal while rejecting the disturbances. The problem has an extensive literature, see [26, 27] and the numerous references contained therein. The following summary of EOR is taken from [38] , which was adapted from [27] .
The EOR control methodology considers a linear time-invariant multivariable system shown in the block diagram of Figure 2 . The plant Σ is assumed to be described by state equations in the form of (20) , where x, y and z are respectively the plant state, measured output and regulated output. A known linear time-invariant exosystem Σ exo generates the autonomous time-varying reference signal r and input disturbance signal d. The error signal e = z − r represents the difference between the regulated output and the reference.
The exosystem can be written in the form of:
Here S represents the exosystem dynamics and w is the state of the exosystem. Output matrices L d and L r construct the disturbance and reference signals from the exosystem states. By defining
we can replace Σ in (20) with the error system Σ e :
(For simplicity of notation we have here used a general state vector (x, u, w). When we apply EOR to the wind turbine, we will use homogenised coordinates as in (20)). A feedback controller u for the system Σ e is said to achieve exact output regulation [27] if the closed-loop system is internally stable and, for all initial states x 0 and w 0 of the plant and exosystem, the system satisfies lim t→∞ e(t) = 0.
Ensuring the error signal vanishes means that the input disturbance is asymptotically rejected, and the controlled output z asymptotically tracks the desired reference signal r. For the case where all states are measurable, we have y = x and state feedback can be used to achieve exact output regulation according to the following theorem: 
Let F be any matrix such that A + B F is Hurwitz stable, and let G = Γ − F Π. Then the state feedback control law
achieves exact output regulation for Σ e .
The Sylvester matrix equations (24)- (25) are known as the regulator equations and generic solvability conditions are given in [27] . The matrix S is anti-Hurwitz stable if none of its eigenvalues are stable. In fact this assumption is not essential, and was adopted in [27] only to avoid a trivial problem formulation in which output regulation is achieved by default because the exosystem states vanish. In practice it is not always possible to measure all states of the plant, and an estimatê x of the plant state must be constructed using the measured output y. The following theorem gives conditions under which exact output regulation may be achieved with a dynamic measurement feedback controller. Further assume the matrix pair
is detectable. Then the exact output regulation problem is solvable by a dynamic measurement feedback controller of the form
where F and K A are such that A+BF and A+K A C y are both Hurwitz stable matrices, and
In sections 4 and 5, we discuss the application of EOR to a LIDAR-enhanced wind turbine.
For a given mean wind speed v x,0 , we develop a homogenised state model Σ as in (20) . The appropriate turbine model and controller are used for Region 2 or 3 according to whether the mean wind speed is below or above the rated wind speed of 11.4 m/sec. We then include wind dynamics to obtain the error system Σ e as in (23) , also in homogenised coordinates.
The vector w represents the deviations of the perpendicular wind speed (as measured by LIDAR) from its mean value, and its dynamics are modelled by the matrix S. The wind speed deviation is modeled as an input disturbanced , and effective disturbance rejection means that the effect ofd on the turbine response is attenuated. The wind speed deviation also determines the reference signalr. In Region 2, the reference is the rotor speed that delivers the optimal tip speed ratio. In Region 3, the reference is the blade pitch angle that will maintain the rotor speed at the turbine's rated power.
The simulation results presented in Section 6 will show that by modelling the wind dynamics with a low-order linear system, output regulation may be achieved with smooth variations in the plant states, leading to reduced fatigue loads, relative to alternative control methods that do not incorporate wind dynamics into their controller design.
Alternative Turbine Control Methodologies
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the EOR method in reducing fatigue loads, in section 6 we shall compare its performance with two alternative control methods whose application to turbines have been widely studied. Here, we briefly describe these alternative methods.
One of the most well known wind turbine control methods is Disturbance Accommodation Control (DAC), which uses wind estimation data to reduce or cancel persistent input disturbances. Similar to EOR, DAC assumes a linear plant model of the form (20) . Disturbance states are created by the augmentation of a state-estimator in a state feedback controller by an assumed-waveform model. These disturbance states are used to reduce or counteract the persistent disturbance effects of the wind. The wave-form model is commonly assumed to take a constant value ( [19, 39, 40] ) in the forṁ
where z d (t) is the state of the disturbance model. In this paper, the LIDAR-enhanced variant of DAC known as DAC+LIDAR [4] will be used for comparisons, in which d(t) is taken as the LIDAR longitudinal wind measurement. Thus in our performance comparisons in Section VI, EOR and DAC+LIDAR have access to the same wind preview information. The DAC control law is
where F is a state feedback matrix chosen to place the closed-loop poles at certain desired locations, and x is the state variable of the wind turbine model. Then, if possible, the wind disturbance state gain G d is chosen to exactly cancel out the wind disturbance by solving
for G d in which B and H are defined in (20) . However, (31) is not generally solvable if the vector B has zero elements. Then G d is chosen by the minimization problem
In such cases DAC will not be able to exactly cancel the disturbances. It is worth noting that the DAC control methodology may be viewed as a special case of the EOR control methodology. If we apply the simplifying assumptions S = 0 and L d = 1 to (22) , we obtain E w = H anḋ
which are identical to (28)- (29) with w = z d . Using Π = 0 in the EOR control law gives Γ = G d , so the first regulator equation (24) becomes
which is (31) .
We note a number of similarities and differences between EOR and DAC. Both use a state feedback law to stabilise the closed-loop dynamics and a feedforward term to cancel input disturbances. Where DAC models the disturbance as a constant, the dynamic exosystem used in EOR enables greater flexibility in the modelling of the disturbance. Moreover, under mild system assumptions of controllability and observability, (24)- (25) are solvable. By contrast, only approximate solutions can be obtained for (31) , leading to only approximate disturbance cancellation. Additionally, DAC cannot ensure the output tracks any desired reference.
Hence we can expect better disturbance rejection performance from EOR as it has access to derivatives of the disturbance input. Conversely, DAC only has access to the absolute value of the disturbance. Moreover, non-solvability of the DAC minimization equation (32) 
In our simulation results we shall also compare the control performance of EOR and DAC against a baseline method of wind turbine control, employing a proportional torque controller of the kind commonly used in industry. For Region 2 operation, the objective is maintain the tip speed ratio in (2) at the optimal value λ * . The standard (Baseline) controller for Region 2 is a generator torque reference proportional to the square of the rotational speed of the rotor
where k is given by
In Region 3, the control objective is to maintain the rotor wind speed at its rated value by pitching the blades. The baseline controller is a PI regulator which is set to eliminate rotor speed error by generating the required references for the blade pitch angle. The feedback information is taken from the rotor speed Ω r and compared against the rated rotor speed. The rotor speed error is then fed into a conventional PI controller to generate the pitch command θ c in the following form
The design procedure for determining the proportional and integral gains K p and K i is described in [39] .
Synthesizing Disturbance and Reference Exo-System for Wind Turbines
A key component of the EOR control methodology introduced in Section 3.2 is a linear exosystem in (22) that generates the known disturbance and reference signals. In this section we describe how LIDAR measurement data can be used to synthesize linear exosystem dynamics to represent short-term wind evolution with a high fidelity. If f is the focal distance of the CW-LIDAR and v x,0 is the mean longitudinal wind speed, a time window of
of wind preview information will be available. Since T f depends on the mean wind speed, a constant preview length of 0 < T pl < T f is assumed to cover the whole range. In this work we assume f = 60 m and our largest wind speed is 24 m/s, hence T pl = 1.5 s is suitable. To find an exosystem that can accurately model the longitudinal wind signal v x , an auto-regressive model is fitted to the longitudinal wind 
in which
is the deviation of the LIDAR-measured longitudinal wind speedv x from the mean LIDAR longitudinal wind speedv x,0 , at sampling instant n. The a k are the system coefficients and N is the order of exosystem dynamics to be chosen. Choosing higher values of N yields better representation of the wind deviation, leading to better disturbance rejection and reference tracking. When disturbances and the control inputs are unmatched, (i.e, when d enters from a channel where there is no direct access with u), higher derivatives of d are necessary for effective disturbance rejection. However, aggressive disturbance rejection and reference tracking are contradictory to fatigue load reduction. This is because perfect disturbance rejection would require all the turbine states to precisely track their equilibrium value against the wind speed, which would increase tower deflection and drive-train torsion. Thus, a trade-off needs to be made between higher fidelity modeling of the wind (using larger N values) and reducing the time-variation of the control input signal (using lower N values).
Throughout this work, N = 3 has been empirically chosen to generate exosystems that are computable in real time. Hence we introduce a state vector for the exosystem as
T , and the exosystem dynamics are given by
The optimal coefficients a * k , for 1 ≤ k ≤ 3 are obtained by passing the sampled LIDAR measurements into a Recursive Least Square (RLS) Estimator shown in Figure 3 .
To complete the exosystem model Σ exo in (22) , output matrices L d and L r should be also determined. The disturbance input is the deviation of the longitudinal wind speed from the mean valued(t) =v x (t) −v x,0 (t) = w x (t), so
As discussed in Section 2.2, in Region 2 the controlled output is the rotor speed Ω * R , and from (2) we have, in homogenised coordinates,Ω R = λ * wx R
. TakingΩ R (t) as the We produced Lr with the same dynamics as wind but with a different output gain. Therefore to similarly construct the reference exo-system to the disturbance given in (5.10), we should use
Combining S, Lr and L d yields the exo-system Σexo in (2.22) that will be used to develop the EOR dynamic measurement feedback controller Σc according to theorem 3.2.
Finally, the system
10) Figure 4 : Equilibrium locus of the optimal blade pitch angle θ * for Region 3 wind speeds (Blue) and its tangent (Red) time-varying reference signal to be tracked by the EOR controller, we need
In Region 3 the controlled output is the blade pitch angle θ * , obtained in (6) . Figure 4 shows the graph of θ * as a function of v x,0 . To obtain the time-varying reference signal θ(t) in homogenised coordinates, we use the first order approximation
Thus for Region 3,
Turbine Simulation Environment
In this section, we describe our turbine simulation environment, developed in Simulink R , and named the Turbine Output Regulator (TOR). Its purpose is the simulation and comparison of the control performance of the EOR, DAC and Baseline control methodologies for the NREL 5MW FAST turbine model. The block diagram of TOR is illustrated in Figure 5 . It is comprised of seven subsystems as follows:
1. The TurbSim package [32] for the simulation of realistic wind fields. 6. The controller subsystem implements the baseline, DAC and EOR controllers described in Section 3.
7. Performance measurement code to calculate metrics related to the power generation and DELs.
We now briefly describe each subsystem:
TurbSim Wind Field Simulator
TurbSim is a full-field, turbulent-wind simulator developed by NREL using stochastic models to generate realistic three-dimensional wind field vectors v, with components for the longitudinal, crosswise and vertical components of the wind, in arbitrary resolution. The detailed parameters of wind input files are the vertical stability parameter Ri T L , shear exponents α D and the mean friction velocity u D [42] which are set on the default values in TurbSim to generate 1 hour of wind information. Figure 6 shows a TurbSim-generated Class-A intensity wind signal of one hours duration, with a mean longitudinal wind speed of v x,0 = 18m/sec. We also show the cumulative mean of the signal. The output v from TurbSim in Figure 5 is the wind field vector which is applied to both the FAST turbine simulator and the LIDAR simulator. The 5-MW reference wind turbine is a class-A wind turbine, and consequently the FAST simulator is exposed to a broad range of Class-A intensity wind fields generated by TurbSim according to IEC-61400-1 standard [43] . These wind fields have mean longitudinal wind speeds from 8 to 24 m/sec with resolution steps of 2 m/secs. Wind speeds below 8 m/sec are not considered, as [30] does not recommend the use of a baseline torque controller of the form (36) below this wind speed.
LIDAR Simulator
We use the continuous wave CW-LIDAR model described in [41] to simulate the longitudinal wind speed v x at a specific distance from the turbine blades by focusing the laser beam at that location. Figure 7 depicts the coordinate system and geometrics of the LIDAR placement on the wind turbine nacelle.
Twenty-four evenly distributed measuring points on a circular cross-section of the wind vector v at focal distance f from the rotor plane are scanned by the LIDAR beam, and spatial averaging is applied to the wind speeds along the length of each measurement beam [41] . The effect of the averaging is equivalent to passing the wind signal through a non-phase distorting low-pass filter whose 3 dB bandwidth is determined by
The constant 87 is based on specific parameters of the LIDAR used in [41] . Averaging Riemannian sums of the 24 measurements in the cross-section yieldsv x , an approximation to the longitudinal speed v x . In Figure 8 the overlay comparison between the real hubheight wind signal and the simulated LIDAR outputv x with a focal distance of 60 meters is shown. TurbSim generates wind signals according to Taylor's Frozen Wind Hypothesis, which models the wind field as a turbulence box moving towards the wind turbine at its average wind speed. Thus the wind field is assumed not to evolve between the LIDAR focal point and the blades. This hypothesis is appropriate for relatively flat terrain where geological features do not interact with the air flow between the measurement point and blades.
Linearized low order model
In order to compute a low-order linearized turbine model, knowledge of the mean wind speed v x,0 is required. It is apparent from Figure 6 that after some 100 seconds, the cumulative mean of the longitudinal wind signal v x gives a good approximation to the mean Table 1 in coordinates homogenised to the assumed mean wind speed. This linear model is passed to the controller subsystem for the computation of the DAC and EOR control inputs.
Wind Exosystem Generator
This subsystem uses the cumulative mean wind speed to construct the homogenised wind signal w x in (41). Matrices S, L r and L d for the exosystem Σ exo (22) , are obtained as in Section 4. The exosystem state variable w, disturbance d and reference r are passed to the controller subsystem.
FAST Turbine Simulator
To simulate the response of the 5 MW HAWT turbine, we use the NREL FAST 7 code. A compiled MATLAB R S-Function of the FAST code is used to link the designed controllers to FAST in Simulink. Table 2 lists the degrees of freedom applicable to the on-shore 5MW wind turbine that have been activated in FAST for our simulation. FAST does not include a model for pitch actuator, so a second order servo-system according to Table 1 has been added to the Simulink environment.
The FAST model receives the wind field vector v from TurbSim and uses it to compute the turbine state vectorx and measured output signalȳ. These signals are passed to Σ c in (27) for computation of the control inputū. Finally all measurements contained in the FAST output log files, represented by X in Figure 5 , are passed to the performance measurement subsystem. These include the blade root and tower root bending moments, rotor and generator speeds, and torsion of the drive shaft, as well as the pitch angle and generator torque input commands.
Controller subsystem
This subsystem computes the EOR, DAC and baseline controller input signals u, and passes them to the FAST simulator. The EOR dynamic measurement feedback controller Σ c is given by (27) . The state feedback matrix F is chosen by the LQR algorithm with Q = C T z C z , and R is empirically chosen to avoid control input saturation. The same matrix F is used for the DAC controller. The estimated homogenised state vectorx is 
obtained using the homogenised measured outputsȳ received from the FAST simulator. The observer feedback gain matrix K A is determined by a Kalman filter. The wind turbine model in (20) does not have a process noise term, and the output measurements obtained from the outputs of the FAST contain only numerical errors, so the process noise covariance matrix of the Kalman filter can be neglected, and a very small measurement noise covariance matrix is sufficient.
Performance Measurement
The damage equivalent loads computed are the tower root fore-aft bending moment M yT , tower root side-to-side bending moment M xT , blade root flapwise bending moment M yB , blade root edgewise bending moment M xB , and Low Speed Shaft torsion LSS. These are computed using the Rain-Flow-Counting method [44] , with DEL computations performed with the Rain-Flow-Counting-Algorithm open source MATLAB R code [33] . This subsystem also computes the average power generated P mean , and for Region 3 operation we compute the power standard deviation std(P ) and rotor speed standard deviation std(Ω r ). Smaller power standard deviation indicates the power generation is maintained close to the rated value of 5 MW. For Region 2 operation we compute the tip speed ratio standard deviation std(λ), with smaller values indicating better tracking of the optimal tip speed ratio λ * . Additionally the measurement subsystem provides a spectral analysis of the tower fore-aft bending moment, tower side-to-side bending moment, blade flap-wise bending moment, low speed shaft torsion, pitch rate and the generated power. Reduced high frequency content in the power spectral density (PSD) of these variables implies reduced fluctuations of the measured variable. For bending moment (tower or blade) signals, the integral of the amplitude of the PSD over the frequency range is an indicator of the wind energy dissipated within the turbine tower or blade. The consequence of this energy dissipation is fatigue accumulation in the tower or blade, and thus reduced PSD amplitudes are associated with lower lifetime turbine damage.
The TOR environment is able to compute one hour of turbine response simulation in 20 minutes of CPU time on a contemporary desktop PC, and hence the output regulation control methodology can be expected to be suitable for real-time realization on a wind 
Results and Comparisons
We now present the simulation results from our investigation of the performance of the EOR, DAC and Baseline controllers introduced in Section 3. The simulations use class-A turbulent wind signals with mean wind speeds ranging between 8 m/s and 24 m/s, as described in Section 5.0.1. The first 100 seconds of turbine response are excluded from the comparisons, as this time is required for the initialization of the DAC and EOR controllers.
Fatigue load DELs, standard deviation of rotor speed and generated power are shown for a range of wind speeds in both operating regions. A colour convention is used to represent the results for different controllers throughout this section as follows: Green represents outputs from a Baseline controller, Blue represents the DAC and EOR is shown by Red.
Figures 9 and 10 provides some illustrative time-domain comparisons. They shows 800 seconds of turbine response data under the three controllers for class-A turbulent wind 
Damage Equivalent Load Controller Performance Comparisons
Figures 11a to 11d show fatigue loads for mean wind speeds ranging between 8 m/s to 24 m/s. Results for Region 2 are distinguished with a gray background. In figure 11a , tower root fore-aft bending moment shows that DAC and EOR both improve considerably over baseline in reducing this load. For tower root side-to-side bending moment, Figure  11b does not indicate a consistent improvement for EOR or DAC over baseline, apart from the transition region near 12 m/sec where EOR improved greatly over both baseline and DAC. In figure 11c , low speed shaft torsion performance is illustrated, showing EOR outperforms both alternative controllers across all wind speeds. For blade root flap-wise moments (Figure 11d ), EOR and DAC were consistently better than baseline in reducing the blade loads. In order to compare lifetime DELs under each controller, the DELs applicable at each mean wind speed must be averaged across the operating range, with weighting according to the relative frequency of each mean wind speed. Figure 12 represents a sample Weibull distribution of wind speed variation from measured data at the height of 102m in Bremerhaven, Germany, recorded during the winter of 2009 [45] . We have used this distribution to weight the performance results shown in Figure 11a to 11d, and the calculated lifetime values are shown in the first three rows of Table 3 illustrates that, without reducing power generation, both the EOR and DAC controllers have been able to reduce lifetime DEL loads, in comparison with Baseline. However the DAC performance showed deterioration in low speed shaft torsion and tower root side-to-side bending moment, relative to the Baseline controller. By contrast, with the exception of M xB , EOR has been able to improve on Baseline for all the DEL metrics by margins of between 13% and 41%. Figure 13 shows power spectral densities for M yT , M xT , LSS and M yB for a mean wind speed of 20 m/sec. In very low frequencies all controllers show similar spectral content, but above 0.02Hz, EOR has superior attenuation. As can be seen in Figure 13a for the tower root fore-aft bending moment M yT , EOR shows the most reduction around 0.05Hz while for higher frequencies EOR performs the same as DAC. For the tower root side-to- Figure 13b , similar improvements can be seen for EOR. The excitation around 0.32Hz represents the first tower root side-to-side natural frequency [30] . Since the tower natural frequency is not considered in the reduced model (8)- (10) , this frequency is not attenuated by any of the controllers. For low speed shaft torsion in Figure 13c , DAC falls short of the other controllers below 0.05Hz while EOR maintains better attenuation across the spectrum. Blade root flap-wise moments M yB in Figure 13d show a peak at 0.2Hz which is the 1P frequency (1 times the rotor frequency) for all three controllers. EOR and DAC show similar improvement over Baseline on the other parts of the spectrum.
Power Generation Controller Performance Comparison
To compare the power generation performance of the three controllers, we distinguish between Region 2 and Region 3 performance. Figures 14a and 14b illustrate the standard deviations of rotor speed and generated power. Reducing these standard deviations implies less variation in these variables, indicating that the controller gives better performance in maintaining the rotor speeds and rated power at their rated values. These two graphs only contain Region 3 wind speeds, as these objectives only apply in Region 3 operation. Here EOR again outperforms both controllers, with the DAC controller giving significantly worse performance. Table 4 summarizes the results of the controller performance for power generation. In Region 2, we have chosen a single wind speed of 9 m/sec to ensure the wind speed signal mostly remains above 7.85 m/sec. For wind speeds below this level, the Baseline controller is not designed to track the optimal TSR, and this would invalidate the controller energy harvesting performance comparison. The first column of the table shows that in Region 2, both EOR and DAC have considerably higher standard deviation in their TSR λ, indicating less rigid control of the rotor speed. While this might be expected to indicate a failure to achieve the optimal TSR for energy generation, column 2 of the table indicates negligible differences in the energy harvested by the three controllers. Thus the load reductions observed in Figures 11a to 11d have been achieved without sacrificing power generation.
The averaged results for the standard deviations std(Ω r ) and std(P ) are shown in columns 3 and 4 of Table 4 , with wind speeds weighted according to the Region 3 wind speeds in the Weibull distribution of Figure 12 . The EOR controller achieved a substantial improvement in both rotor speed and power regulation by 17.89% and 10.53%, relative to baseline. Conversely, DAC suffered a performance degradation of 67.15% and 23.39%, relative to baseline. Column 5 of Table 4 show that EOR generated the same amount of power as baseline, while DAC showed some very slight reduction in power generation.
Reducing rotor speed standard deviation in Region 3 reduces the likelihood that the rotor speed will violate the safe operational limits on Ω r . This reduces the chances of turbine failure and increases the turbine's operational availability. 
Pitch Actuation and Command Torque Rate
The command torque rate (CTR) of the generator torque is given by
The CTR measures changes to the generator torque set point during the 60 minute simulation period. From the system dynamic equations (7)- (8), we observe that changes in M g cause changes in the drive train torsion, and these variations are associated with fatigue on the drive shaft. Therefore, it is desirable for a controller to achieve its control objectives with reduced torque actuation. Figure 15 shows the CTR for Region 2 and 3 wind speeds.
The results show that EOR has the lowest CTR in all wind speeds except 12 m/sec, indicating smoother torque control in both operating regions. DAC has lower CTR compared to Baseline except at wind speeds close to the transition region (12 to 14 m/sec).
The pitch travel (PT) of the blade angle over the one-hour simulation period is defined to be
Reducing pitch travel reduces wear and tear on the bearings of the pitch mechanism. Additionally, pitch travel indirectly affects the tower root fore-aft and blade flap-wise Figure 16 shows the pitch travel for Region 3 wind speeds, where pitch actuation is active. We observe that EOR and DAC have significantly lower pitch travel compared to Baseline. In higher than 16 m/sec wind speeds, EOR has slightly higher pitch travel than DAC. This may be related to the superior performance of EOR in controlling the rotor speed and output power at a more constant level, which require greater pitch actuation.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have proposed a new strategy for wind turbine control using the classical Exact Output Regulation control methodology. Simulations were performed with the NREL FAST code for the NREL 5MW wind turbine model, using a broad range of realistic wind signals generated by TurbSim. Wind preview information is assumed to be available from LIDAR measurements. Our results showed the EOR controller was able to provide substantial and consistent fatigue load reductions compared to the baseline controller and DAC, without loss of generated power, in both operating regions. Additionally, its modest computational cost means EOR can be expected to be suitable for real-time implementation.
Although in Region 2 one of the main objectives are to increase or even maximize the energy production, this requires (5) to hold at all times of the turbine operation.
This requires the generator torque controller be designed to precisely track the optimal TSR, and all other states of the turbine to precisely track their equilibrium value for all instantaneous effective wind speeds. However, it was shown in [46] that the power coefficient C p is a relatively flat curve at its maximum and a controller designed to track the optimal TSR may contribute only very slight increases in power production, while adding a considerable amount of stress on the structure. Similar results were noted in [4] , [47] and [46] , where very small increases in power production came at the cost of substantial increases in DELs.
This situation suggests that proposed improvements in controller design methods should aim to reduce load fatigues, without compromising power harvesting efficiency. Our results in Region 2 showed that stress on the structure can be considerably reduced by EOR, without compromising energy capture. Similarly, our results in Region 3 showed that EOR can reduce variability in the rotor speed and power generation, again without compromising energy production.
Considering the relative performance of the EOR and DAC controllers, our performance comparisons showed an EOR controller was able to provide superior fatigue load reduction to a DAC controller. The feedforward gain used in DAC does not take the wind dynamics into account, and this a restricting assumption when dealing with rapidly varying disturbances. Conversely, EOR accommodates higher-order dynamics when modelling wind disturbances, by constructing an exosystem whose states include derivatives of the disturbance. Therefore, EOR is better able to utilise the wind information obtained from LIDAR to develop wind prediction capability, by utilising time derivatives of the disturbance signal. However, our study does not allow for wind evolution between the LIDAR focal point and the blades, nor does it consider LIDAR measurement noise. The presence of either of these factors can be expected to reduce the observed performance improvements of both EOR and DAC over Baseline.
The order of the exosystem employed within the EOR methodology can be freely chosen depending on the reliability of the LIDAR measurements, computational power and the parameter estimation limitations. Therefore, it is possible to design the EOR controller with regard to different control performance objectives. For example, a higher-order exosystem will yield a more precise description of the wind and may improve disturbance rejection. However, it may also increase the structural loads and actuation efforts. Hence, selecting the appropriate order for the exosystem involves a trade-off between increasing the power generation performance and reducing the loads.
The classical EOR controller design method described in section 3.2 has been extended to accommodate other control problem frameworks, such as the robust output regulation problem, in which the objective is to achieve output regulation in the presence of plant uncertainty, and the nonlinear output regulation problem which considers the problem of regulating the output of a nonlinear plant [48] . Both of these variations on EOR have the potential to further improve turbine performance, by accommodating the plant uncertainty introduced by use of the linearised model (20) , or else through the direct use of the nonlinear model in (8)-(10) for the controller design.
Future developments will also consider the performance of the EOR methodology using individual pitch control. It is anticipated this yield further improvements in rotor speed control with reduced fatigue loads, in comparison with Baseline and DAC.
Another area for future work is to develop a transition strategy between Regions 2 and 3. For mean wind speeds near the transition wind speed of 11.4 m/s, our analysis showed EOR gave reduced improvements than when the mean wind speeds were not close to transition. For instance, standard deviation of rotor speed std(Ω r ) at the reference wind speed of 12 m/sec is higher under EOR than both Baseline and DAC, in contrast with the superior performance of EOR at all other Region 3 wind speeds. Similarly, the command torque ratio at 12 m/sec for EOR is higher than Baseline which can clearly be associated with transition region issues. The EOR performance is clearly better than baseline at all other mean wind speeds. Therefore, an EOR transition strategy is needed to enable more effective switching from generator torque control to blade pitch control as wind speeds vary between Region 2 and 3.
